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We apply the Mazur]Orlicz theorem for the reconstruction of linear liftings
from the classes of subadditive resp. superadditive liftings. We check the maximal
 .and minimal elements of these classes and relate them to linear liftings. Q 2000
Academic Press
INTRODUCTION
The problem of projecting liftings from product probability spaces into
 w x.the factors turned up different situations see, e.g., 8, 9 . It is know that
 .this process causes a considerable loss in structure, linear liftings are
transformed into subadditive resp. superadditive liftings. The paper deals
with the problem of how to reconstruct the structure as far as possible. We
show that by means of the Mazur]Orlicz theorem we can reconstruct
 .  .linear liftings see 2.9 , but multiplicative liftings cannot be reconstructed
 .generally see 2.2 .
Though von Neumann never defined subadditive resp. superadditive
liftings explicitly, they occur naturally in the generalization of a process
given by him, but with additional compatibilities under lattice operations.
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We study the corresponding classes in Section 2. As a consequence of the
Mazur]Orlicz theorem we find that the class of all linear liftings coincides
 .with the system of all maximal superadditive liftings see Theorem 2.20
and give a corresponding result for liftings instead of linear liftings see
.2.24 provided the basic measure spaces are complete.
1. PRELIMINARIES
 .  .For a measure space V, S, m a set N g S with m N s 0 is called a
m-null set. The family of all m-null sets is denoted by S . For A, B g S we0
 .write A s B a.e. m , if and only if A^ B, the symmetric difference of A
Ãand B, is a m-null set. For A g S we denote by A the class of all B g S
 .  .such that A^ B g S . The Caratheodory completion of V, S, m will beÂ0
Ã .denoted by V, S, m . The system of all real resp. rational numbers will beÃ
 4denoted by R resp. Q and R denotes the set R j y‘, q‘ . We write
‘ .L m for the space of all S-measurable functions from V into R with
<  . < 5 5 < < ‘ .sup f v - ‘, and f for the ess sup f , if f g L m .‘v g V
0 .L m denotes the space of all measurable functions from V into R.
0 .L m denotes the space of all measurable functions from V into R.
‘ .  .   .For f , g g L m we write f s g a.e. m , if and only if v g V : f v
‘ Ã ‘ .4  .  ./ g v g S . For f g L m we denote by f the class of all g g L m0
 .such that f s g a.e. m . The same symbols will be used for elements of
0 0 ‘ .   ..  .L m or L m instead of L m . For two functions f , g from V into
‘ .  .  .R we write f k g [ sup f , g and f n g [ inf f , g . We write L m for
 . ‘ . wthe system of all multiplicative liftings of L m in the sense of 6,
x  .Chapter III, Section 1, Definition 2 and L m for the system of all
 .Boolean liftings for sets in S, where we do not distinguish between the
‘ ‘ .lifting r for S and the lifting r on L m related in a biunique way to
‘ . each others by means of the equation r x s x for all A g S seeA r  A.
w x.  .  .6, p. 35 if it is clear from the context what is meant. G m resp. q m
 .resp. Y m is the system of all linear liftings resp. lower densities resp.
wupper densities for m in the sense of 6, Chapter III, Section 1, Definition
x1. resp. Definition 4 .
All unexplained notions concerning liftings can be found in A. Ionescu
w xand C. Ionescu 6 .
2. PROJECTIVE LIFTINGS IN PRODUCTS
 .  .Let us be given two complete probability spaces V, S, m and Q, T , n .
Ã .For r g G m m n define the outer resp. inner projecti¤e lifting of r under
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the canonical map p : V = Q “ V, written r* resp. r#, by means of1
*
r* f v [ r f ( p dn .  .  .H 1 v
and
r# f v [ r f ( p dn .  .  .H 1 v
*
‘ . w xfor any v g V and f g L m . Compare, e.g., 7, III, 3 for the definition
and the elementary properties of the upper resp. lower integral. We apply
w x 1 .  . ‘ .7, III, 3 with E [ L m and m f [ Hf dm for f g L m .
 .  .PROPOSITION 2.1. For complete probability spaces V, S, m and Q, T , n
‘ .the projecti¤e liftings r* and r# map L m into itself in such a way that for
‘ .any f , g g L m we ha¤e
 .  .  .  .l1 r* f s r# f s f a.e. m .
 .  .  .  .  .  .l2 r* f s r* g and r# f s r# g , if f s g a.e. m .
 .  .  .l3 r* a s r# a s a for any constant a .
 .  .  .l4 0 F f implies 0 F r* f and 0 F r# f .
 .  .  .  .  .l5 f F g implies r* f F r* g and r# f F r# g .
 .  .  .  .  .l6 r* a f s ar* f and r# a f s ar# f for any a G 0.
 .  .  .  .l7 r* f q g F r* f q r* g .
 .  .  .  .l8 r# f q g G r# f q r# g .
 . ‘ .l9 r# F r* on L m .
 .  .  . w  .x w  .x ‘ .l10 r* f s r# f s H r f ( p dn if r f ( p g L n for1 v 1 v
all v g V.
 .  .  .  .  .l11 r* f q a s r* f q a and r# f q a s r# f q a for all
a g R.
 . ‘ .Proof. Ad l1 note that for f g L n there exists a set N g S suchf 0
that for any v g V _ N we havef
‘r f ( p g L n . .  .1 v
So for any v g V _ N we getf
* w xr f ( p dn s r f ( p dn s f ( p dn s f v ; .  .  .H H H1 1 1 vv v
 .  .  .  .hence r* f s f i.e. m and in the same way r# f s f a.e. m .
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The rest is straightforward to verify starting from the properties of the
outer resp. inner integral.
Usually neither r# nor r* will be linear or multiplicative, but in view of
 .  .l9 the question turns up whether there exists an ¤ g L m with
r# F ¤ F r*. 1 .
But this is not true as witnessed by the next example.
 .  .EXAMPLE 2.2. Let V, S, m s Q, T , n be the Lebesgue measure space
w xon 0, 1 and put
A [ v , u g V = Q : 0 F v - 1r2, 0 F u F 1 . 4 .
Define a lifting r on the s-algebra generated by the set A and the null$
2sets in S by means of
w x 4r A [ A j 1r2 = 0, 1r2 .  .
$
2 wand then extend it to S by means of 6, Chapter IV, Section 2, Theo-
xrem 4 . $
‘ ‘ 2 .Denote again by r the corresponding lifting r g L m described in
‘ .  .Section 1. If we assume that there exists a lifting ¤ g L m satisfying 1
we get for f [ x y x thatw0, 1r2. 1r2, 1x
1r2 s r# fq 1r2 n r# fy 1r2 F¤ fq 1r2 n¤ fy 1r2 s 0, .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .
a contradiction.
 .  .Nevertheless we will see below that 1 becomes true for some c g G m
‘ .instead of ¤ g L m as a consequence of the theorem of Orlicz and
Mazur which so far never seemed to have been applied in lifting theory.
In the next definition we introduce the sublinear and superlinear lifting
by isolating those properties r# and r* listed in Proposition 2.1, which are
essential for the application of the Mazur]Orlicz theorem.
 .DEFINITION 2.3. Given a measure space V, S, m let us call a map
‘ .  .  .  .from L m into itself with the properties l1 , l2 , and l3 a representa-
‘ .tion for L m . We call any representation with the additional properties
 .  .  .l4 , l6 , and l7 a sublinear lifting, and we call it a superlinear lifting if we
 .  .  .replace l7 by l8 . We write B m for the system of all sublinear liftings
 .and P m for the system of all superlinear liftings for m.
 .  . Note that any t g P m is monotone; i.e., it satisfies condition l5 for t
.instead of r# .
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Remark 2.4. It can be seen from the proof of Proposition 2.1 that the
following two propositions hold true.
Ã .  .  .i From r g B m m n follows r* g B m .
Ã .  .  .ii From r g P m m n follows r# g P m .
Representations of the sort of Definition 2.3 appear naturally in a
 w x.process given by von Neumann see 10 for passing from liftings for sets
to liftings for functions, if this process is generalized in replacing liftings by
 . ‘ .densities in the following way. For d g q m , f g L m , and v g V
define
0  4d f v [ inf r g Q : v g d f - r , 4 .  .  .
 4d f v [ sup r g Q : v g d f ) r . 4 .  .  .0
As they are not found explicitly in literature, most of the properties in
the following proposition seem to be more or less folklore.
 . 0  .  .PROPOSITION 2.5. We ha¤e d g P m and d g B m for d g q m .0
‘ .In addition the following properties hold true for f , g g L m .
 .  .  . 0 . 0 .l12 d f q a s d f q a and d f q a s d f q a for all0 0
a g R,
 .  .  .  .l13 d f n g s d f n d g ,0 0 0
 . 0 . 0 . 0 .l14 d f k g s d f k d g ,
 .  .  .  .l15 d fg G d f d g ,0 0 0
and
 . 0 . 0 . 0 .l16 d fg F d f d g .
It is well known that by the same definitions d and d 0 can be extended0
0 .to L m and that under the usual conventions for addition, order, resp.
multiplication similar properties hold true.
Remark 2.6. By Example 2.2 it can be seen that r# resp. r* does not
 .  .enjoy the compatibilities l13 resp. l14 with lattice operations and this
seems to make the difference between r# resp. r* on one side and d0
0 resp. d on the other as will be seen below. Indeed keeping the notation
.  q y. .  . .   q.of Example 2.2 we have r# f n f 1r2 s r# 0 1r2 s 0 - r# f
 y.. .  q y. .  . .n r# f 1r2 s 1r2 resp. r# f k f 1r2 s r# 1 1r2 s 1 ) 1r2
  q.  y.. .s r# f k r# f 1r2 .
We will apply subsequently the following version of the Mazur]Orlicz
w xtheorem due to V. Ptak 11 :
 .MOP If X is a linear space and a , b : X “ R are maps such that
 .  .  .1. a x q x F a x q a x for x , x g X,1 2 1 2 1 2
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 .  .2. a l x s la x for l G 0,
n  .  n .3.  l b x F a  l x , for x , . . . , x g X and l , . . . ,is1 i i is1 i i 1 n 1
l G 0,n
then there exists a linear map f : X “ R with
b x F f x F a x for x g X . .  .  .
 .THEOREM 2.7. If V, S, m is a complete measure space, t is a superlin-
‘ . ‘ .ear lifting for L m , s is a sublinear lifting for L m , and t F s on
‘ . ‘ .L m , then there exists a linear lifting w for L m such that t F w F s .
‘ .  . ‘ .Proof. Clearly t F s on L m . We apply MOP for X [ L m and
Ã Ãa f [ s f v , b f [ t f v .  .  .  . .  .v v
Ã ‘ .  .if f g f g L m and v g V. Then a clearly satisfies 1 and 2 of MOPv
Ã Ã ‘ .for all v g V. If f , . . . , f g L m and l , . . . , l G 0 then1 n 1 n
n n n n$ $Ã Ãl b f s b l f F b l f F a l f ; .  .   i v i v i i v i i v i i /  /
is1 is1 is1 is1
 .i.e., 3 of MOP is satisfied.
‘ .Therefore for any v g V there exists linear map w : L m “ R withv
Ã Ã Ã Ã ‘b f F w f F a f for any f g L m . . .  .  .v v v
Put
Ã ‘w f v [ w f for any f g L m and v g V . .  .  . .v
It follows that
t f F w f F s f for all f g L ‘ m .  .  .  .
 .  .  .  . ‘ .  .and t f s f s s f a.e. m ; hence w f g L m and w f s f a.e.
 .  .  .  .m . Clearly w f s w g if f s g a.e. m and w is linear. For 0 F f g
‘ .  .  .  .L m we have w f G t f G 0, hence w g G m .
 .Remarks 2.8. i The completeness of the measure space, even if it is
probability space, cannot be dispensed with in Theorem 2.7, since it is
w xknown from 1 that it is consistently true in Zermelo]Fraenkel set theory
 .with axiom of choice ZFC to assume the non-existence of linear liftings
in non-complete probability spaces.
 .  .ii It can be seen from the proof of Theorem 2.7 that condition l4
is an essential property of superlinear resp. sublinear liftings for the
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conclusion of the theorem. If it would be dropped, representations with
 .the remaining properties would exist in any measure space V, S, m , since
‘ . there always exists a representation t for L m which is a linear not
.  w x.necessarily positive map see 12, proof of 1.2 . This would imply that in
any complete measure space there exists a linear lifting w, which is not
 .   . 4  wtrue because in that case d A [ w x G 1 defines a density see 6, p.A
x.  .  .   ..36 . But if A is a decomposition ND for V, S, m then d Ai ig I i ig I
 .is a decomposition D for V, S, m . But the latter decompositions do not
 w x .exist generally. See 2 for definitions and a counterexample.
 .COROLLARY 2.9. For any two complete probability spaces V, S, m ,
Ã .  .  .Q, T , n , and a r g G m m n there exists a linear lifting c g G m such
that
r# f F c f F r* f for any f g L ‘ m . .  .  .  .
The proof is immediate from Proposition 2.1 and Theorem 2.7.
Remark 2.10. It follows from Remark 2.6 that in general the c appear-
ing in Theorem 2.9 is no lattice operator and in particular no lifting. The
example of Remark 2.6 is typical by the following reasoning.
 .  .  .  .  .  .If t g P m , r g L m , and t F r then t f n t g F r f n r g s
 . w x ‘ .  .  .r f n g , the latter by 6, p. 35 for f , g g L m . Hence t f n t g s 0
‘ .  .if 0 F f , g g L m , and f n g s 0 a.e. m .
 .Remark 2.11. If V, S, m is a complete measure space then by Propo-
 .  .sition 2.5 and Theorem 2.7 for any d g q m there exists a w g G m
such that
d F w F d 0 .0
 .But there is a better result; i.e., there exists a r g L m such that
d F r F d 0 .0
w x  .Indeed, by e.g., 13 there exists a r g L m such that
d A : r A : d c A for all A g S. .  .  .
‘ .  0.For all f g L m and r g Q we have remember r s r that f x G f ) r4
 .  . .rx implies r f x G rx . This implies r f v G r for all f ) r4 r  f ) r4. r  f ) r4.
 4.  4.  . .  . .v g d f ) r : r f ) r ; hence r f v G d f v .0
 . 0 .Starting from f x - rx we find r f F d f . f - r4  f - r4
Before the next result let us fix the following notation providing further
‘ .simplifications. We can define for any representation w for L m a new
one by means of
wy f [ yw yf for f g L ‘ m .  .  .
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 y.y  .y  .ysatisfying w s w. It follows that r* s r# or r# s r* and
 .y 0  0.yd s d or d s d .0 0
c . w  c.xc  . cIf d A [ d A for A g S and d g q m then d is an upper
 c.0  c. 0  . cdensity and d s d and d s d . If r g L m then r s r and0 0
r 0 s r s r if we do not distinguish between the liftings r for sets and0
‘ .  .the liftings r for functions in L m uniquely determined by r x sA
x for A g S.r A.
 .  .We write V m resp. W m for the collection of all representations w
‘ .  .  .for L m which satisfy the property l14 resp. l13 .
The following remarks are easy to verify.
 .Remarks 2.12. For any measure space V, S, m we have
 .  . y  .i w g V m if and only if w g W m .
 .  . y  . yii For any w g P m we have w g B m and w F w . The image
 . y  .  .  .of P m under the map : w g P m “ B m is the class B* m of all
 .  . ‘ .b g B m with b f F 0 for 0 G f g L m .
 .  .  .  .  .  .iii All b g V m j W m j P m j B* m j G m are mono-
tone.
‘ .If we put a representation w for L m
w A [ w x G 1 resp. w1 A [ w x ) 0 for A g S , 4  4 .  .  .  .1 A A
1  .  .then w and w have the properties l1 and l2 .1
 .COROLLARY 2.13. For any complete measure space V, S, m the exis-
tence of a superlinear lifting w implies the existence of a linear lifting c with
w F c F wy.
 . y  . yProof. For w g P m we have w g B m and w F w by Remark
2.12. The assertion follows now from Theorem 2.7.
 .LEMMA 2.14. For any measure space V, S, m and any representation w
 .for m with 0 F w x F 1 for all A g S it follows thatA
x F w x F x 1 .w  A. A w  A.1
for A g S.
 .  .  . .Proof. For v g w A follows x v s 1 F w x v but 0 s1 w  A. A1
 .  .  . 1 .x v F w x for all v f w A by assumption. For v g w A wew  A. A 11
 .  . .  .  . .1 1have x v s 1 G w x v but 0 s x v s w x v for all vw  A. A w  A. A
1 .f w A by assumption.
‘ .PROPOSITION 2.15. Let a representation w for L m be gi¤en. If w
 .  .  1.c  y.  .c  y.1satisfies l7 resp. l8 then it follows that w s w resp. w s w .1 1
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Proof. Throughout let A g S, v g V and note first
 .  .c .   . 4c1 w A s w x - 1 ,1 A
 .  1.c .   . 4c2 w A s w x F 0 ,A
 .  y.  .   . 43 w A s w yx F y1 ,1 A
and
 .  y.1 .   . 44 w A s w yx - 0 .A
 .If w satisfies l7 then
 .  . .  . .  . .c5 w x v s w 1 y x v F 1 q w yx vA A A
 .  .and this implies together with 2 and 3
 .  y.  1.c6 w F w .1
 .If w satisfies l8 then
 .  . .  . .  . .c7 w x v s w 1 y x v G 1 q w yx vA A A
 .  .and this implies together with 1 and 4
 .  y.1  .c8 w G w .1
 .  .Next note that w 1 s 1 is equivalent with w y1 s y1. So if w
 . y  .  .  y.y.  y.1.csatisfies l8 then w satisfies l7 and 6 implies w F w ; i.e.1
 y.1.c  .c  y.1  .  .cw F w , i.e., w G w which gives together with 8 that w1 1 1
 y.1s w .
 . y  .  .  y.y. 1If w satisfies l7 then w satisfies l8 and 8 implies w G
 y.1.c 1  y. .c  1.c  y.w ; i.e., w G w , i.e., w F w which gives together with1 1
1 c y .  .  .6 that w s w .1
‘ .PROPOSITION 2.16. Let a monotone representation w for L m be gi¤en.
 . 1  .If w satisfies l7 then it follows that w g Y m .
Proof. For A, B g S we have
w x F w x q x F w x q w x . .  .  .  .Aj B A B A B
1 . 1 . 1 .Consequently w A j B : w A j w B . But the converse inclusion
holds true since w1 is monotone which follows from the monotonicity of w.
 . 1 .  . 1 .w 1 s 1 implies w V s V while w 0 s 0 implies w B s B. Hence
1  .w g Y m .
It follows from the proof of Proposition 2.15 that both Propositions 2.15
 .and 2.16 hold true under the weaker assumption ``w a s a for a s 0, 1''
 .instead of the property l3 for w.
PROPOSITION 2.17. Let a monotone representation w for m be gi¤en. If w
 .  .satisfies l8 then it follows that w g q m .1
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y y .Proof. First note that w is monotone if w is and that w a s a for
y  .  .  y.1  .a s 0, 1. w satisfies l7 since w satisfies l8 . Hence w g Y m by
 y.1.c  .Proposition 2.16 and from Proposition 2.15 we get w s w g q m .1
It follows from the above proof that Proposition 2.17 remains true under
 .  .the weaker assumption ``w a s a for a s y1, 0, 1'' instead of l8 for w.
 .  .PROPOSITION 2.18. Let w g P m be gi¤en, satisfying condition l11 .
 .  .Then it follows that w g q m and w F w. In particular this conclusion1 1 0
 .holds true for all w g G m .
Proof. First note that w is positive homogeneous and monotone; in
 .particular 0 F w x F 1 for all A g S. By Proposition 2.17 we haveA
 .  .  .w g q m and hence w g P m by Proposition 2.5.1 1 0
 . ‘ .1 Let us assume first that 0 F f g L m and let be 0 F r g Q.
Then f G f x G rx which implies by monotonicity, positive homo- f ) r4  f ) r4
 .geneity, and Lemma 2.14 that w f G rx . This gives by definitionw  f ) r4.1
 .  .  .  .of w immediately that w f F w f .1 0 1 0
 . ‘ . 5 5 ‘ .2 For arbitrary f g L m note that 0 F f q f g L m . Hence‘
 .  .  .  .  .by 1 and since l11 is true for w and for w it follows that w f q1 0 1 0
5 5  .  5 5 .  5 5 .  . 5 5  .f s w f q f F w f q f s w f q f . Therefore w‘ ‘ ‘ ‘1 0 1 0
F w.
Remark 2.19. Let r, c be given as in Theorem 2.9 and write w [ r#
for simplicity. Then it follows that r s wy; hence w F c F wy with
 . w x 1 cc g G m . This implies by 6, p. 37 that w F c F c s c and c g1 1 1 1
 . 1  .  .q m , c g Y m . By Proposition 2.11 there exists a l g L m with
 .  .0c F l F c . This implies that1 0 1
0 0
w F c F l F c F w . .  .  .  .1 1 1 10 0
 .  .But Example 2.2 implies that we do not have w F w or w F c1 0 1 0
 .generally. To the contrary w F w by Proposition 2.18 as well as1 0
 .  . y  .  .w F c F c F w . In particular w / w and clearly c / c for1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0
 .  .  .  .all c g G m _ L m . Otherwise for a l g L m we have c s c F l1 0
0  . .y yF c s c s c s c ; hence c s l, a contradiction.1 0
The next theorem is another consequence of the main Theorem 2.7.
 .THEOREM 2.20. If V, S, m is a complete measure space then
P m s BU m s G m , .  .  .maxl minl
 . U  .where P m resp. B m denotes the system of all maximal resp.maxl minl
 .  .minimal elements of P m resp. B* m .
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 .  .  .Proof. 1 If w g P m then by Theorem 2.7 choose a c g G mmaxl
y  .  .with w F c F w . Since c g P m it follows that w s c g G m .
 .  .  .2 If conversely c g G m , w g P m , and c F w then with Re-
 . y y  .mark 2.12, ii follows w F w F c s c ;a hence w s c , i.e., c g P m .maxl
 . y3 Now apply the order anti-isomorphism w “ w for getting
U  .  .B m s G m .minl
 .PROPOSITION 2.21. For any complete measure space V, S, m the spaces
  . .   . .P m , F and B* m , G are inducti¤ely ordered.
 .  .  .Proof. For a given chain C in P m define w f [ sup g f forg g C
‘ . ‘ .all f g L m . Let f , g g L m and note that for all g , g g C there1 2
 .  .  .exists a g g C with g , g F g . Then w f q g G g f q g G g f q1 2
 .  .  .  .  .  .g g G g f q g g ; hence w f q g G g f q g g for all g , g g C.1 2 1 2 1 2
 .  .  .This implies that w f q g G w f q g g for all g g C which implies2 2
 .  .  .  .  .l8 for w. But w clearly satisfies l2 , l3 , l4 , and l6 . since for some
 .  . y .  .yg g C we have g F w it follows that g f F w f F w f F g f for
‘ .  .  . ‘ .all f g L m . As V, S, m is complete this implies that w f g L m
 .  .  .  .and w f s f a.e. m ; i.e., l1 holds true for w. Consequently w g P m .
 .Remark 2.22. For complete measure spaces, V, S, m follows by the
 .  .Zorn]Kuratowski lemma from the last two results G m / B if P m /
 .  .B. But P m / B can be inferred from q m / B by Proposition 2.5. By
w x1 this implies that in Proposition 2.21 the completeness of the basic
measure space cannot be dropped since for arbitrary totally finite measure
w xspaces densities exist according to 4 .
 .  .Remark 2.23. If we denote by Q m the system of all w g P m which
 . ‘ .  .satisfy l13 in addition we get L m : Q m for arbitrary measuremaxl
spaces, but it is an open problem whether the converse inclusion holds
true. It can be seen in the same way as in the proof of Proposition 2.21
  . .that for complete measure spaces the space Q m , F is inductively
 .  .ordered. And again by Proposition 2.5 Q m / B if q m / B, so that in
 .the latter case the Zorn]Kuratowski lemma implies Q m / B. If wemaxl
 .  .   .4replace Q m by the smaller set P m [ d : d g q m in the above0 0
open problem then the next result gives a solution.
 .For the following we should carefully distinguish between L m and
‘ .  .  . 0 ‘L m see Preliminaries . Note that for r g L m clearly r s r s r0
‘ ‘ .  ‘.  ‘.1and for r g L m always r s r s r.1
 .Remark 2.24. For complete measure space V, S, m we have
 .  .  . ‘ .i P m s L m0 maxl
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and
 .  .  .  .ii q m s Y m s L m .maxl minl
 . ‘ .  . ‘For i note that L m : Q m by Remark 2.22; consequently r gmaxl
 .  . ‘ ‘ .  .  .P m for any r g L m since P m : Q m . On the other hand,0 maxl 0
 .  .  . w xif d g P m , then choose r g L m with d F r by 13 . It follows0 0 maxl
 . ‘ ‘ .that d F r g P m ; hence d s r s r g L m by maximality of d .0 0 0 0 0 0
 .Remark ii follows in a similar way.
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